Introduction
There have been various attempts to predict strength of joint and many experimental data were measured considering various geometric parameters of joint [1] [2] . Integrity of the mechanical fastener joint depends mainly on the bearing strength of laminates. To predict strength of joints Chamis proposed a simplified method using average bearing stress which was derived from force equilibrium at failure area [1] . This method is easy to use due to its simplicity, however, the stress concentration effect is not considered and its prediction might be far from reality. A prediction method using stress concentration factor was proposed by Hart-Smith [2] . In his work, the relation between stress concentration factor of isotropic plates and that of composite laminates was observed experimentally. This method provides more precise predictions on bearing strength because the stress concentration effect was considered. However, it is quite difficult to deduce exact stress concentration factor of composite laminates from that of isotropic plates.
In this study, fracture behavior of carbon/epoxy laminates under pin loading is studied experimentally. The investigated stacking sequences of the laminates are [O/90b, [±45hs and [O/±45/90]s' To predict failure strength under pin loading, a modification on the Chamis' model is made based on the factor of rupture [3] and the phenomenological analysis.
Analysis
A simplified method is proposed to predict micro-stresses and local laminate strengths [1] . In this method five failure modes, i.e. local bearing, net tension, wedge-type splitting, shear-out and tension with shear-out are suggested. Among these failure modes, the following three major failure modes, which are shown in Fig. 1 , are investigated in this study.
Local bearing mode Net tension mode Shear out mode
where F is failure load, t is total laminate thickness, D is hole diameter, W is specimen width and E is edge distance from center of a hole. Xc, X T and S are compressive, tensile and shear strength of unnotched laminates, respectively. To predict failure loads, respective loads in eq. (1) are calculated for each failure mode. Then the minimum value among the calculated loads is taken to be the predcited failure load of specimen.
Chamis model predicts the trends of failure modes relatively well, but the predicted strengths are quite different from experimental data. This difference is mainly because Chamis model does not consider stress concentration effect around a hole. The hole notch effect on stress concentration can be measured using factor of rupture [3] . The factor of rupture, {3 for open hole can be expressed as follows: measured using factor of rupture [3] . The factor of rupture, f3 for open hole can be expressed as follows:
where F" is the failure load of notched lamiante and F is the failure load of original laminate with same net tension area of the notched laminate. To predict strength of composite laminate under pin loading more accurately, the Chamis model is modified based on the above factor of rupture. The factor of rupture under pin loading is defined as the ratio of tensile strength of unnotched laminate to average strength for each failure mode. Then Chamis model could be modified as follows by the concept of factor of rupture,
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The factors of rupture, f3B' f3.r and f3s for each failure mode, can be calculated from experimental data.
Experimental Procedure
Carbon/epoxy laminates manufactured by Hankuk Fiber Glass Company were used in this study. were chosen to analyze the effect of width and edge distance on bearing strength. Fig. 2 shows specimen configuration. A UTM Autography machine manufactured by Shimazu Co. was used for all testings. Load was monitored by a load cell and load and displacement were recorded by an X-Y recorder. The displacement is monitored by a linear loading with a speed of 0.5 mm/sec, The factors of rupture, !3r, f3B and f3s for each failure mode, are calculated from experimental data when hole diameter is 3 mm as shown in Table 2 . It is found that the factor of rupture of [±45hs laminate in bearing mode is less than unity. Figs. 3 and 4 show that the proposed modified model is in good agreements with experimental results. 
Conclusions
The modified Chamis model was proposed using average bearing stress and the factor of rupture. It was found that the modified model has good agreement with experimental data. 
